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A MOROCCAN STUDENT GETS AN ABSOLUTE 20/20 SCORE AT BACHELOR EXAM
IN GERMANY
MYRIAM RADEK WEARS THE VEIL 

Paris, Berlin, 20.07.2015, 01:26 Time

USPA NEWS - Her name is Myriam Radek, she is 17 and she has just been declared received the Abitur (equivalent degree in
Germany of the Bachelor) with the absolute average 20/20. Myriam is the winner with this absolute score, never seen before, in
Germany for Bachelor.

Myriam Radek passed the German language tests, mathematics and economics at the written and physical sciences in spoken and is
now preparing to integrate a faculty of German medicine.
Contacted by the Hespress electronic site, the girl´s mother, Leila El Hassouni, said that hier daughter well mastered the Moroccan
Darija and that strives to preserve Moroccan traditions at home, expressing the hope that "all young Moroccan (s) are even better (s)
that her daughter ".
In 2014, Myriam Bourhil, another Moroccan student resident in France, won the spectacular 21/20 average of the baccalaureate
exams 2014 (Equivalent Bachelor in France). "I think that my work was not in vain," she whispers. Yet she swears that she "will not
bump more than others." "Actually, I'm interested in everything. Curiosity is my engine. I do not consider myself a nerd, but as a jack-of-
all ", describes one that loves" the film, television, reading ... " After winning her degree, she "celebrated quietly with family" with her
parents and five siblings, three of which are already engaged in higher studies. She won the Best Bachelor of the year in France.
The same year, Hajouji Wiam, a young Moroccan who lives with her family for 10 years in Italy, has also obtained the best score on
Bachelor in the country. It is a brillant trio of wonderful clever students.
Source: www.ccme.org
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